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Abstract- We propose a hybrid multiple-input-multiple-output we present the UEP implementation in the hybrid MIMO
(MIMO) architecture to implement unequal error protection structure. Simulation results are presented in Section IV.
(UEP) for video delivery in MIMO systems. On the transmitter Conclusion is given in Section V.
side, some of the transmit antennas are used to implement
transmit diversity for delivering video data with high priority,
while others are employed for spatial multiplexing to transmit II. BACKGROUND
video data with low priority. On the receiver side, a hybrid A. MIMO Systems
signal detection mechanism is adopted to separate and decode the
mixed data. The goal is to exploit the diversity gain to provide In MIMO schemes, the benefits of having multiple antennas
better protection to the high priority data, while transmitting can be exploited in two ways: maximizing the spectrum
the low priority data with spatial multiplexing to achieve high efficiency by utilizing spatial multiplexing, and improving the
data rate. Analysis and simulation results demonstrate that the link quality by exploiting spatial diversity.
proposed UEP mechanism significantly enhances the quality of In SM, data on each antenna is transmitted in an indepen-
video reception with a high spectrum efficiency.InS,dtonecatnaisrnmtednannep-

dent way [4]. In a MIMO system with N transmit antennas and
Index Terms-MIMO, transmit diversity, spatial multiplexing, M receive antennas, at most min(M, N) independent data

UEP.
streams can be simultaneously delivered [5], which greatly

I. INTRODUCTION boosts spectrum efficiency.
Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) technique exploits The basic idea of SD is that the successful reception ratio

increases with the number of uncorrelated antenna elements
multiple antennas at both ends of a wireless link, yielding

signiin i being used [1]. The diversity gain is related to the diversitysignificant improvements in both spectral efficiency and link orewhcisdtmndbyheubrofnorlad
reliability [1], [2]. In recent years, MIMO technology is being orderwhchis dtrine by then ron corrate

incorv 'orte int wiels comncto. tm uha spatial branches available between the transmitter and theicrrtdnoweesomn nysreceiver. Space time coding (STC) is an effective technique to3G, WiMAX, and 802.1 In. An important application for such achieve SD. As an important class of STC, space time block
systems is video delivery. On the other hand, unequal error . . .

ero-estv coding (STBC) [6], [7] iS widely used due to its simpDlcityprotection (UEP) [3] is efficient in delivering error-sensitive and effectiveness. In this work, Alamouti's STBC scheme [6]video over the error-prone wireless channels. Since video data
can be divided into layers of high priority (HP) and low i .A p
priority (LP), UEP may be used to provide better protection scheme which can achieve a coding rate of one for complex
to HP data so that received video quality is better preserved constellations.
under transmission errors. Generally, to achieve the best performance, MIMO systems

In MIMO systems, the multiple transmit antennas can be require the channel for each transmit-receive antenna pair to

imultiplexing be flat and uncorrelated. However, with a properly designed
(SM), oeithea iverhi taratewith spatial equalizer in the time domain or with orthogonal frequency
(isM work,weproduc edierit a wiPmethospatialversahybrity ( .In division multiplexing (OFDM), the flat fading requirement canthis work, we propose a UEP method over a hybrid MIMO b aife vnfrfeunyslciefdn hnes o
system in which SM and SD are combined together. On the
transmitter side, some transmit antennas are employed to real- STBC, the channel is further required to be quasi-static, i.e.,
ize SD, for transmitting HP data. Other antennas are employed the channel does not change in a single block, but can vary

' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~fromblock to block. This assumption generally holds for a
to achieve SM for LP data. At the receiver, a hybrid detection
and decoding structure is designed to separate and decode system with moderate movements.

the mixed data. With the hybrid structure, a higher level of
protection is provided by SD to the HP data, and high system B. UEP and Layered Video Coding
throughput is achieved by SM. Through computer simulations, UEP provides different levels of protection to different
we show that the proposed UEP scheme achieves significantly parts of the video data which may have unequal degrees of
better performance than other system configurations. importance. Basically, UEP changes the distribution of errors

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide without incurring extra resource consumption. Less bit errors
the background of MIMO systems and UEP. In Section III, are suffered by more important data. To achieve UEP, some
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layered video coding scheme need to be employed to code the At the first step, a zero-forcing detection is employed to
video source into two or more layers with different priorities. separate the mixed data streams. We assume H is known at
With two layers, for example, the HP layer carries more vital the receiver, and let G denote the pseudo-inverse of H as
data and can be decoded by itself to reconstruct the video
with acceptable quality; the LP layer carries less important G (H*H) H,
data which is used to improve the video quality. Errors in where (.)* represents the Hermitian transpose of a matrix.
the HP layer have detrimental effects on the reconstructed Then the zero-forcing detection is
video quality and should thus be avoided as much as possible.
On the other hand, errors in the LP layer are more tolerable. S GR = S + GN.
Therefore, UEP aims to provide the best possible protection to
the HP layer to achieve good video quality. Currently, layered Since the symbols transmitted with SM are independent in
coding is supported by major video compression standards, the spatial and time domains, the last two rows of S are the
such as MPEG-2, H.263++, MPEG-4 and H.264. Data par- estimated SM data S2k, k = 1 ... 4.
titioning is the simplest form of layered coding. Compared STBC data is decoded at the second step. Due to the
with single-layer schemes, data partitioning combined with interference among the multiple streams, the orthogonality
UEP provides considerably more error resilience with little condition for STBC decoding does not hold. Therefore, the
extra complexity and overhead. In this paper, MPEG-2 [8] interference of SM data should be removed before STBC
with data partitioning is adopted. decoding. This can be done by

RSTBC R - HSSM,
III. UEP ON HYBRID MIMO SYSTEMS 0 0

A. Hybrid MIMO Structure w0
where SS = AI A and S2k, k = I1. 4 are the

In this paper, we exemplify our hybrid MIMO system with S21 S23
4 by 4 antennas as presented in Fig. 1. It consists of a hybrid L[S22 S244
transmitter and a hybrid receiver. estimated SM data (last two rows of S). Then RSTBC is fed

1) Hybrid transmitter: The structure of the hybrid transmit- into a standard STBC decoder. Note that the STBC system has
ter is quite simple. The 4 transmit antennas are designated into 2 transmit antennas and 4 receive antennas, i.e., all the received
two groups: one group (2 antennas) is used for SD by using signals from the four antennas will be used for decoding.
Alamouti's STBC scheme [6], and another group to transmit 3) Discussions and implementation issues: For simplicity,
independent data in SM. zero-forcing is employed at the receiver for signal detection.

In STBC, the coding transform is performed on two consec- If other detection scheme, such as minimum mean squared
utive time slots. Let Sll and S12 be the two input symbols of error (MMSE), is employed, better detection performance can
the STBC encoder. Then Sll, S12 and and S*1 are the be expected with additional complexity.
encoded symbols, which are sent out from two SD antennas at In the above example, we consider a MIMO system with
slots 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, only two data symbols 4 by 4 antennas. For a MIMO system with more antennas,
are transmitted on the SD antennas during the two time slots. we can have more freedom in selecting the combinations
On the other hand, data transmitted through the SM antennas of diversity and multiplexing schemes. For example, more
are independent, and correspondingly 4 symbols can be sent antennas can be used for SM rather than SD, because the
in two time slots, i.e., S21 and S22 on time slot 1 and S23 and diversity gain has diminishing returns with increasing diversity
S24 on slot 2. All the symbols transmitted in the two slots can order.
be represented as In order to focus on the effects of SD and SM, we do

1ll -S*
not employ any channel coding or interleaving scheme in our

S1S 12 system. Of course, for a practical system, channel coding and
s S12 11 interleaving are effective to achieve a better performance.

S21 S23
S22 S24

B. UEP on Hybrid MIMO
where each row corresponds to a transmit antenna and each In the above hybrid MIMO systems, two antenna transmis-
column corresponds to a time slot. sion modes, SM and SD, are utilized in a single system. Due

2) Hybrid receiver: The processing at the receiver is also to diversity gain, it can be expected that data transmitted with
performed on two consecutive time slots. Assuming the chan- SD has better BER performance than that with SM. On the
nels are uncorrelated and flat and denoting H as the MIMO o
channel matrix with the dimension of 4 x 4, the received signal efcec u omlilxn.Sc hrceitc fhbi

R on ll rceivantenas an b reprsentdasMIMO can be utilized to realize UEP for video transmission.

R =HS + N, Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the proposed UEP system (the
block "PSNR calculator" is used for performance evaluation).

where N is additive white Gaussian noise. The detection and At the transmitter, the source video sequence is coded and
decoding process is performed on R. partitioned into an HP sub-stream and an LP sub-stream. With
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Fig. 1. Structure of a hybrid spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing system.
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Fig. 2. UEP based on hybrid MIMO structure. Fig. 3. Transmitter structure for 4 x 4 MIMO systems.

TABLE I
the hybrid MIMO, the HP data is transmitted by STBC, while SIMULATED SYSTEMS.
the LP data is transmitted with SM. At the receiver, the data
belonging to the two layers are separated and decoded. Then index Structure Modulation Relative
the data of two layers are combined and fed into the video A Hybrid STBC & SM QPSK 3
decoder to reproduce the video sequence. B Twin STBC QPSK 2

Such an UEP scheme benefits not only from the multiplex- c Twin STBC 16 QAM 4
ing gain, but also from the diversity gain. Obviously, HP video D Full-multiplexing QPSK 4
data experience less errors and LP video data achieve a high
throughput. Thus better video quality can be achieved with
high spectrum efficiency. over the SM data. System B has the same performance as

achieved by the SD data of System A. Meanwhile, System
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS D has the same performance as the SM data in System A.

In this section, the performance of the hybrid MIMO Thus the BER performance gain from SD is achieved without
and the hybrid MIMO-based UEP scheme are evaluated by degrading the performance of SM data. This can be explained
computer simulations. Besides the proposed hybrid MIMO as follows. A MIMO channel matrix H with dimension M xN
structure, two other structures, namely, Twin-STBC (TS) and can be decomposed into m, m < min(M, N), equivalent
Full-Multiplexing (FM) shown in Fig. 3 (for simplicity, the parallel single-input-single-output (SISO) channels, where m
structure of the receiver is omitted), are also evaluated for is the rank of H [9]. This gives us the freedom to tradeoff
comparison. For TS, two modulation schemes, QPSK and SM with diversity schemes. System C achieves slightly better
16QAM, are tested. The system parameters are listed in performance than System D, and SM data in System A. It
Table I. The scheme index will be used in the following indicates that the diversity gain outweighs the extra SNR
parts for convenience. For all the simulations, a quasi-static requirement for changing the modulation scheme from QPSK
Rayleigh fading channel is assumed. to 16 QAM.

A. BER Performance Comparison B. Performance of UEP on hybrid MIMO
The BER performance of all systems is shown in Fig. 4. In this part, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

For System A, two curves are shown for different data streams UEP scheme based on System A. For comparison, three
with SD and SM, respectively. We find that for System A, there systems with no UEP based on Systems B, C and D are
is a significant BER difference between the data transmitted also evaluated. MPEG-2 [8] is employed as the video coding
with SD and SM. SD data enjoys about 10 dB SNR gain scheme. The standard video sequence "Mobile" is used as the
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100 t quality at 25 dB, System A has about 10 dB SNR gain.
........................System has slightly better perform ance (less than dB in

SNR) than System A under low SNR (SNR < 13 dB). This
o10. ......, is because System B provides equal protection to all video

..............data, and thus LP data experience less errors than System
. A. However, System B outperforms System A only in the

m 10 sub-20 dB low PSNR range, which exhibits quite poor visual

quality. For an acceptable quality of PSNR> 30 dB, System
A performs much better than any other systems, especially

10-3 -.+ System.A..STBC System B, whose PSNR curve saturates very undesirably
-e-System..............A.....SM....with SNR increase. A cossetybetter promnecan be
System B. consistently.performance
System C. observed for System C than System D. From the above, we

10-4 System D. 1 20 25 30 can conclude that hybrid MIMO-based UEP achieves good
SNR (dB) tradeoff between quality and efficiency.

Fig. 4. BER performance of hybrid MIMO and other configurations. V. CONCLUSION

40 = T In this paper, we propose a hybrid UEP structure to combine
System A. spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing in a single MIMOSystem B. dvriy sailsnl

35 System C. system. The proposed hybrid MIMO structure achieves high

30
System D.

spectrum efficiency with the ability to provide different levels30
of protection to video data with different priorities. The

25 new UEP scheme achieves significant performance gain with
respect to other MIMO configurations.mr 20-

z
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